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Deep Reinforcement Learning for Communication
Flow Control in Wireless Mesh Networks
Qingzhi Liu, Long Cheng, Adele Lu Jia, and Cong Liu

Abstract—Wireless mesh network (WMN) is one of the most
promising technologies for Internet of Things (IoT) applications
because of its self-adaptive and self-organization nature. To
meet different performance requirements on communications in
WMNs, traditional approaches always have to program flow
control strategies in an explicit way. In this case, the performance
of WMNs will be significantly affected by the dynamic properties
of underlying networks in real applications. With providing a
more flexible solution in mind, in this article, for the first time,
we present how we can apply the emerging Deep Reinforcement
Learning (DRL) on communication flow control in WMNs. Moreover, different from a general DRL based networking solution,
in which the network properties are pre-defined, we leverage
the adaptive nature of WMNs and propose a self-adaptive DRL
approach. Specifically, our method can reconstruct a WMN
during the training of a DRL model. In this way, the trained
DRL model can capture more properties of WMNs and achieve
better performance. As a proof of concept, we have implemented
our method with a self-adaptive Deep Q-learning Network (DQN)
model. The evaluation results show that the presented solution
can significantly improve the communication performance of data
flows in WMNs, compared to a static benchmark solution.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A wireless mesh network (WMN) is a multi-hop wireless network made up of communication nodes following a
mesh topology. Because of some specific characteristics, such
as cost-effectiveness, self-configuration, and self-organization,
WMN has been considered as one of the encouraging technologies for IoT and has been widely used for data communications in various scenarios (e.g., smart buildings). To optimize
the communication performance (e.g., data throughput) of
WMNs, traditional approaches mainly rely on programming
explicitly to control data flow. However, as the number of
communication nodes and the complexity of data applications
continuously grow, those approaches start to meet performance
challenges, because it is hard for networks to respond dynamically.
Deep learning (DL) represents an effective solution to tackle
the problem of flow control in communication networks [1].
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Compared to traditional techniques, DL can greatly enhance
the flexibility of a network to meet performance requirements
dynamically. Among all the emerging DL technologies, Deep
Reinforcement Learning (DRL) has demonstrated its outstanding capability in handling complex communication flows in
mobile and wireless networks scenarios [2]. Similar to existing
approaches in communications and networking [3], we can
also train a DRL model over a WMN, in which the network
features are fixed (e.g., with a pre-defined clustering pattern),
to optimize the flow control of the WMN. However, the
performance of the finally trained DRL model will be limited.
The main reason is that the pre-selected feature values of a
WMN directly affect the training of its DRL model. In this
condition, it will be hard for us to choose the suitable property
values at the beginning of training to guarantee that the trained
DRL model can always achieve the best possible performance,
due to the dynamic properties of WMNs.
To leverage the emerging DRL technologies to WMNs,
in this article, we introduce a self-adaptive DRL approach
for communication flow control in WMNs. Different from
a general DRL-based networking solution [3], we focus on
exploring the self-adaptive nature of WMNs and on that basis
to improve the performance of DRL. Specifically, we use
a DRL model to optimize the flow control among WMN
clusters, and a self-adaptive model to dynamically change the
network clustering patterns. The two models will affect each
other during the training process. On the one hand, the flow
routes generated from DRL will trigger the self-adaptive model
to adjust the network clustering pattern (e.g., add and reduce
clusters). On the other hand, the adjusted clustering pattern
from the self-adaptive model will push the DRL model to find
better flow routes. This forms a mechanism similar to positive
feedback. In this case, the finally trained DRL model is able
to take advantage of the dynamic properties of WMNs and
thus achieve better communication performance.
In general, the main contributions of this work are summarized as follows. (1) We have introduced how to formulate the
communication flow control problem in WMNs by following
a typical Deep Q-Learning Network (DQN) model. (2) Based
on the presented DQN-based flow control solution in WMNs,
to further optimize the communication performance, we have
proposed a self-adaptive DRL approach by seamlessly combining the DQN model with a self-adaptive clustering model.
(3) We have implemented our method, and our experimental
results show the proposed approach can achieve better communication performance compared to a benchmark solution.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. The
related works are discussed in Section II. A typical DQN
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solution for cluster-based flow control is presented in Section III. Our framework design for combining a DRL model
and a self-adaptive model is presented in Section IV. The
experimental results are presented in Section V. The future
work is discussed in Section VI, and we conclude this article
in Section VII.
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A. DRL for Wireless Networks
As one of the most emerging technologies, DRL is capable
of handling large and complex optimization problems with
high-dimensional state spaces and low-dimensional action
spaces. Its main idea is that a function Q(s, a) is used to
predict the expected long term reward when taking action a
at state s. In this case, the DRL model knows the estimated
reward value of each action in its current state, and then it can
decide which actions should be taken to achieve the maximum
cumulative rewards in the long run.
Up to now, DRL has been used for complex tasks in wireless
networks, including the cases with little or no prior knowledge
of user workloads or underlying networks. For example, the
work [4] proposes a decentralized resource allocation mechanism to optimize sub-band and power level for transmission.
The work [5] dynamically controls the clustering pattern in
IoT for balancing the communication load in the network
and the data size in edge servers. Theh1work [6] attaches
h2
the DRL scheduler in an SDN controller for controlling
network flows. The work [7] uses DRL to maximize the
long-term expected number of successful transmissions
in a
h3
dynamic multi-channel access problem. The work [8] proposes
a MAC protocol by using a DRL model
h4 to learn an optimal
h5
channel access strategy in heterogeneous wireless networks.
Although all these DRL solutions are able to manage networks
effectively, they are designed based on static network environment models. In comparison, our framework has explored
the dynamic properties of WMN. It can adaptively reconstruct
underlying WMNs to improve the searching space of a DRL
model and consequently to further improve the communication
performance.
B. Clustering for Wireless Networks
Cluster-based communication in wireless networks has
been widely studied in the past years [9]. For example, the
work [10] focuses on reducing network congestion, and the
work [11] aims to improve data throughput. Although these
clustering solutions are effective on network partitioning, their
target is to construct a static clustering pattern so that explicit
flow control rules can be deployed. Compared to these approaches, our method can adjust the network clustering pattern
dynamically during the training of a DRL model. In this way,
the communication performance will gradually increase with
the dynamical change of clustering patterns.
III. C LUSTER - BASED F LOW C ONTROL BY DRL IN WMN
In this section, we first introduce a typical scenario of
cluster-based flow control in WMN. Then, we present a DRL
based framework for flow control optimization.
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Fig. 1. An example of cluster-based WMNs. The WMN is partitioned into
clusters. The CMs forward data to the CHs, and the CHs forward data to the
sink node.
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a mesh network topology. In a WMN, devices
communicate
C3
with each other by multi-hop routes. The key property of
C4 is that it can easily adapt the
C4 communication route to
WMN
C
C5 a new
5
the changing of network topology. For example, when
device joins in the network (e.g., turning on a cell phone) or
an existing device leaves the network (e.g., hardware failure),
the rest of the network devices can update their neighbor
connectivity to formulate a new network topology. In this
way, the devices in a WMN can always set up routes by
h1 nodes to communicate
h1 each other. h2
intermediate
with
h2
Network clustering is a common way for flow control in
WMNs. As illustrated in Figure 1, the communications
nodes
h23
h
3
in a WMN have been partitioned into a set of clusters, which
h13
can be built by using various partitioning approaches.
Without
h4generality, in this work, we have
h4 adopted the commonly
loss of
h
h
used Voronoi clustering5 approach [12]. In each cluster,5a node
is assigned as the cluster head node (CH), and the other nodes
are named as cluster member nodes (CM). CH is responsible
for collecting data from the CMs in a cluster. In each cluster,
CMs can send data to the CH by multi-hop communications. In
comparison, CHs have a larger transmission range than CMs,
so that they can directly communicate with their neighbor CHs.
Namely, CHs actually play the role of a backbone network
for WMNs to provide communication connections between
clusters.
In a typical application scenario like data aggregation, all
the communication nodes will send data to a specified CH. In
this case, to distinguish CHs, the CH specified to aggregate all
the data is named as the sink. In the aggregation process, each
CM first leverages multi-hop communication to forward data
to its CH. Then, the CH sends data to the sink by multi-hop
communication in the backbone network.
Formally, we can model a WMN as an undirected graph
G. In detail, V = {v1 , ...vi , ...vn } represents the nodes with
n = |V | and i ∈ [1, n]. H = {h1 , ...hj , ...hm } represents the
CHs with m = |H|, j ∈ [1, m] and H ⊂ V . The network G is
partitioned into clusters C = {c1 , ...cj , ...cm } with m = |C|,
j ∈ [1, m] and |C| = |H|. Each CH hj resides inside a cluster
cj . Here, we name ci and cj as neighbor clusters if there is a
pair of neighbor nodes residing in the two clusters respectively.
Based on existing solutions for routing data among CHs [13],
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we introduce a DRL-based approach for flow control in the
following section.
B. DRL Solution for Flow Control
DQN [14] is a typical model used in DRL. Generally, a
DQN model observes state st at time t, and it takes action
at based on policy π to receive reward rt . To evaluate the
effectiveness of action at taken for state st , a Q-value Q(st , at )
is used in DQN models. The Q-value is defined as the expected
accumulated discounted rewards when taking action at in state
st . The main objective of a DQN model is to find a policy π to
maximize the Q-value. On this basis, for a given state st , the
DQN model will be able to select an action at to maximize
the Q-value.
In our solution, we assume that an agent resides in a server
to observe network states, and take actions calculated by a
DQN model to control communication flows of a WMN.
Moreover, we suppose that the WMN has been partitioned
into clusters, and a sink node is required to collect data from
the other nodes in the network. Then, the aim of the DQN
model is to optimize the flow routes from CHs to the sink.
To facilitate that, we define a connectivity matrix X for the
CHs, and an action at is used to adjust the routing connectivity
of each CH. The number of rows and columns in X equals the
number of CHs, and the value Xij in the row i and column
j represents the route from hi and hj . If hi needs to forward
data to hj , then two conditions will have to be met: (1) its
local routing table has a route from hi and hj ; and (2) the
value of Xij is 1. Therefore, to control the routing table of
each CH, we define two actions for at :
• Set Xij to 1: flows are allowed to pass from hi to hj .
• Set Xij to 0: flow are prohibited to pass from hi to hj .
Moreover, the observed state st is modeled as a concatenated array value of multiple network states, including:
• Cluster ID of CHs.
• Cluster ID of data source nodes.
• Connectivity matrix of CHs.
• Data arriving rate between CHs.
• Data arriving rate from CHs to sink.
To capture the communication performance in flow controls, three parameters have been used to describe the reward
function of our DQN model:
• Data throughput Θt : the normalized amount of data
received at the sink node per time unit.
• Data arriving rate Γt : the rate between the amount of data
sent by the CHs and the amount of data received by the
sink node.
• Connectivity rate Λt : the percent that CHs can build
routes to the sink node.
We choose the above three parameters because a high data
throughput Θt is important for WMNs. Moreover, Γt can
be used to adjust and avoid unbalanced routes, such as that
only part of data sources have connections to the sink. In the
meantime, Λt can be used to control the percent of data source
nodes that have connections with the sink. For a general case,
we define the reward rt of action at as rt = Θt · Γt · Λt .

For the model above, the probability that a state transition
from st to st+1 with action at and reward rt can be described
by a transition probability p(st+1 , rt |st , at ). We define all
the state transition probabilities in terms of a state transition
matrix, which is determined by the network environment, such
as the communication speed, the size of a message, and the
number of CHs. In our model, the state transition matrix
is unknown to the agent. In this case, we can model the
states, actions, rewards, and state transitions of the system as
a Markov Decision Process (MDP), which is used to calculate
the optimal policy by the DQN model.
C. Limitations of DRL Solution
The DRL solution described above can be used to optimize
the routes of communication flows for a WMN. However,
the approach still follows a conventional way of applying
DRL, i.e., the DRL model operates in an environment with
pre-defined states and actions. Specifically, the DRL model
optimizes the flows in static clusters, in which the number and
position of clusters are fixed. In this case, the dynamical properties of WMNs, such as self-adaptive and self-organization,
have not been explored, and thus the networking performance
of the presented solution will be still sub-optimal. To support
our argument, we list two limitations of the solution as follows.
• In the case that the number of CHs is small, it will be
possible that a large number of flows pass over the same
CHs, which will cause network congestion. To describe
this problem, we have used a concept called CongestedCH in this work. Specifically, for a CH hi , the throughput
of its incoming flows and outgoing flows are called Ii
and Oi respectively. If the rate Oi /Ii is lower than a
pre-defined threshold value Ki , then we claim that there
is congestion in hi . It should be noted that the value of
each Ki can be customized based on the performance
and service requirements of a WMN. Then, we can use
Ki to detect multiple Congested-CHs in each round of
training. For simplicity, we just use Γt to represent all
the Ki in our implementation. Moreover, without loss of
generality, we only detect a single Congested-CH in each
training round, by selecting the CH with the maximum
number of incoming flows in the case that Γt is smaller
than a given value.
• In the condition that the number of CHs is large, it will
be possible that no flow passes over some CHs. This
means that these CHs will be in an idle state, so that
collecting their states and controlling their routing tables
will consume unnecessary communication resources. To
represent this issue, we define an Idle-CH as: if both the
throughput of incoming flows Ii and outgoing flows Oi
of CH hi are zero during communications, then hi is an
Idle-CH.
It is clear that the limitations above will negatively affect
the performance of DRL. In the following section, we will
propose a self-adaptive DRL approach to tackle this problem.
Our method can optimize the number and position of clusters
with the changing of communication workloads, and reduce
the number of Congested-CHs and Idle-CHs for a WMN.
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Fig. 2. Examples of using self-adaptive DRL to control cluster-based WMNs.
Reduce Congested-CHs by changing the network from (a) to (c). Reduce IdelCHs by changing the network from (b) to (d).

IV. A S ELF - ADAPTIVE DRL F RAMEWORK
In this section, we first introduce a self-adaptive clustering
approach to reduce Congested-CHs and Idle-CHs. Then, we
present how to combine the method with the proposed DQN
model to form a self-adaptive DRL solution for flow control
in WMNs.
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Fig. 3. The proposed self-adaptive DRL framework for communication flow
control in WMNs. The DRL model and self-adaptive model affect each other
by changing the network environment.

of CHs. In this condition, to simplify our implementation, we
randomly add a new CH in the cluster with the Congested-CH,
and assume the new CH has the same neighbor connectivity as
the Congested-CH. Then, the cluster can be partitioned into
two sub-clusters based on the same partitioning solution as
introduced in Section III-A.
For the case of Idle-CHs, it is unnecessary to control their
routing tables, and we can merge them with their neighbor
clusters. Specifically, suppose hi is an Idle-CH and hj is one of
its neighbor CHs. Then, we merge the two clusters into a single
cluster ci−j , and re-name hj to hi−j as the CH of ci−j . For
example, as demonstrated in Figure 2(b), there are flows from
h2 , h3 and h4 to h1 , but h5 is an Idle-CH. Therefore, the flow
control of h5 becomes unnecessary. Then, we merge c3 and c5
to c3−5 , as depicted in Figure 2(d). In this condition, the new
CH of the cluster c3−5 is h3−5 . Similar to the case of reducing
congested-CHs, in our implementation, we directly remove the
Idle-CH and merge its CMs to the neighbor clusters.

B. Operation Procedure of Self-Adaptive DRL

Based on the presented self-adaptive clustering method
and the DQN model, the operation procedure of our selfadaptive DRL framework is illustrated in Figure 3. It has two
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V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
As proof of concept, we have evaluated our framework in
a network simulation environment using Python. The code we
have used in this section are available at https://github.com/
qingzhi-liu/self-adaptive-DRL-in-mesh-networks.
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B. Reduce Congested-CHs in Grid Networks
As the first experiment, we evaluate how the self-adaptive
DRL approach improves communication performance by reducing Congested-CHs in a grid WMN. The grid WMN of 9
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A. Experimental Setup
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(a) The initial grid WMN.
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(b) The WMN is changed by the
self-adaptive DRL model.
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Self-adaptive DQN Routing (Polynomial Curve Fitting)
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For simplicity, we have skipped the step of building clusters
from the WMN in our experiments. Instead, we directly
build a network of CHs, and specify some CHs as the data
source to send messages periodically to a sink. Similar to
many applications, such as home automation and precision
agriculture, we set the transmission range of each CH to
11m, and use the shortest hopping path as the route from
the CHs to the sink. To simulate dynamic communication
flows, we randomly select a CH from a pre-defined set of data
source CHs every two learning rounds, and let the selected CH
transmit a 640 KB message to the sink. We assume that the
maximum communication flow speed from a CH to the sink is
10 KB per second. If there are multiple flows passing through
the same CH, the communication speed of a flow on this CH
equals the maximum speed divided by the number of flows.
In this way, we can calculate the flow speed from CHs to
the sink and also the transmission time of each message. At
the same time, we set a time-out value of 128 seconds for
each message. If a message cannot arrive at the sink within
the time-out, we count the communication of the message as
a failure. These configurations follow the typical parameters
of the IEEE 802.15.4-based Zigbee protocol, which is widely
used in low-power short-range Internet of Things applications.
We have implemented the DQN model by Keras. The learning rate is 0.0001. The discount value is 0.5. The minimum
epsilon value is 0.01. We consider that the routing has been
optimized by the DQN model, if the converged reward value
rt is higher than 0.9. The Deep Neural Network (DNN) model
of DQN has two hidden layers with 200 and 100 neurons. The
neuron number of the DNN input layer equals the size of the
network state st . The neurons of the DNN output layer maps
to the elements of the connectivity matrix X.
To demonstrate the performance advantages of our framework, we have compared our approach with a benchmark
solution, which is a typical flow control structure based on
static network clustering [15]. Specifically, the solution routes
data from the CHs to the sink by the shortest hopping path,
and the number and position of clusters are kept the same as
the initial state in the whole experiment.
In the figures of our experimental results, we have used the
following symbols to describe the network topology. The green
square  represents the sink node. The blue disc • represents
the CHs. The red disc • and the blue circle ◦ represent the
Congested-CH and Idle-CH respectively.
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(c) The rewards of the self-adaptive DRL model and the benchmark
solution.
Fig. 4. The self-adaptive DRL model optimizes the flow control by reducing
the Congested-CHs in the grid WMN.

CHs is deployed in a 20m×20m area as shown in Figure 4(a).
The nodes 5, 7, 8 are the data source. The red nodes represent
the Congested-CHs without self-adaptive DRL. After 1000
rounds of learning, the network evolves to Figure 4(b). Some
new CHs are added beside the Congested-CHs to diverge data
flow. The experimental result is shown in Figure 4(c). The
reward value using self-adaptive DRL is much higher than the
benchmark result. In the training procedure, we found that the
reward value started to converge after 200 rounds of training.
For the simplicity of our tests, we set the self-adaptive model
to change the network topology every 200 rounds of training.
This is also the reason why the reward value has a large
amplitude variation at 200, 400, 600, 800 rounds. In more
detail, the self-adaptive model has enlarged the state space of
the optimal route for the DRL model by changing the network
topology every 200 rounds.
C. Reduce Congested-CHs in Random Networks
In the second experiment, we evaluate how the communication performance is improved by our method through
the reduction of Congested-CHs in a random WMN. The
random WMN of 16 CHs is deployed in a 30m×30m area,
as demonstrated in Figure 5(a). Nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4 are the
data source. After 400 rounds of learning, the network evolves
to Figure 5(b), and the experimental result is demonstrated in
Figure 5(c). The same as the result presented in Figure 4(c),
the performance of the self-adaptive DRL is much better
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Fig. 5. The self-adaptive DRL model optimizes the flow control by reducing
the Congested-CHs in the random WMN.

Fig. 6. The self-adaptive DRL model optimizes the flow control by reducing
the Idle-CHs in the random WMN.

than the benchmark solution. Specifically, at the beginning
of the learning, the reward value of the self-adaptive DRL is
lower than the benchmark solution. After about 200 rounds of
learning, its reward value is at the same level as the benchmark
solution, but still lower than 0.6. To cope with this condition,
the self-adaptive model checks the data flow of each node, and
finds that there is congestion on node 2. Therefore, at about the
200th round, the self-adaptive model adds an additional CH
beside node 2. Then, from round 200 to 400, the DRL model
optimizes the route in the new topology. Finally, the flow
congestion is reduced, and consequently the converged result
of the self-adaptive DRL is much higher than the benchmark
solution.

model and the benchmark solution have reward values close to
1.0, as shown in Figure 6(c). In detail, it can be observed that
the reward value of the self-adaptive DRL has a significant
decrease near the 200th learning round. The main reason is
that the self-adaptive model merges some Idle-CHs, and the
network topology is changed near the 200th learning round.
Thereafter, from the learning round 200 to 400, the DRL model
optimizes the route in the new topology again, and finally the
reward value converges to the optimal value. Compared to
the static routing solution, the converged reward of the selfadaptive DRL model is on the same level, in which case the
optimal reward value is 1. This means that the self-adaptive
DRL model can successfully reduce the number of Idle-CHs
while keeping the reward value at an optimal level.

D. Reduce Idle-CHs in Random Networks
For the final evaluation, we test whether the self-adaptive
DRL can reduce Idle-CHs without impacting communication
performance. The random WMN with 20 CHs is deployed in
a 30m×30m area as depicted in Figure 6(a), and nodes 1,
2, and 3 are the data source. Compared to the experiments
presented in Section V-C, we have increased the number of
CHs, and decreased the number of data source nodes. In this
case, there are more Idle-CHs, and the target of the selfadaptive DRL is to reduce the Idle-CHs. In the experiment,
after 400 rounds of learning, the network evolves to the case
demonstrated in Figure 6(b), and the number of CHs decrease
from 20 to 15. In the meantime, both the self-adaptive DRL

VI. L IMITATIONS AND F URTHER R ESEARCH D IRECTIONS
Based on the above experimental results, we believe we have
opened up a new framework solution for communication flow
control in WMNs. Namely, we can strengthen the capability
of DRL by employing a self-adaptive clustering approach. At
the same time, we are aware of some key points for the further
improvement of our design as follows.
• It will be challenging for our framework to handle a
highly dynamic WMN, in which the network topology
changes frequently. The main reason is that it is difficult
to train a DRL model in real-time, especially when the
size of a network is large. If we apply our framework
directly to that case, then we will have to train a DRL
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•

•

model every time when the topology changes. A possible
solution is to build a static CH network over a dynamic
WMN, and then use our framework on the static CH
network to optimize the communication flow control.
It will be worth to explore more comprehensive network
clustering approaches for our self-adaptive DRL model.
In this paper, we have only considered two factors (i.e.,
position and number of clusters) in our self-adaptive
model, and we can integrate more advanced clustering
factors into the model to further strengthen our method.
It will be interesting to explore the load-balancing of
network clustering in our framework. In this work, if there
is flow congestion, a cluster will be split by adding CHs.
However, this will make the size of the split cluster much
smaller than the initial state. In the meantime, the more
the congestions are, the smaller the size of the split cluster
will be. This will make the cluster size unbalanced, and
further decrease the efficiency of the model. Therefore, a
partitioning method that can add new CHs while keeping
cluster size balanced will be desirable.
We have used a connectivity matrix to represent the action
space in our DQN model. With the number of CHs
increasing, the size of the action space will grow exponentially. In this case, our approach will be inefficient and
non-scalable. To remedy this problem, a possible solution
is to pick out only the matrix elements that represent
neighbor nodes rather than all the nodes, and then operate
the DQN action on the selected elements.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS

In this article, we have introduced how we can use the
emerging DRL approach to optimize cluster-based flow control in WMNs. Different from a general DRL method that
highly relies on a pre-defined network environment, we have
explored the dynamical properties of WMNs and proposed
a novel self-adaptive DRL solution, which can reconstruct
underlying networks during the DRL model training process.
We have presented the detailed design of our approach, and
our experimental results have shown that our solution can
achieve significant performance improvement compared to a
benchmark solution.
It is expected that the introduced method is of value to
the applications that are sensitive to networking performance
in WMN and IoT scenarios. Our future work mainly lies in
extending the proposed approach with more advanced network
clustering algorithms, and our long term goal is to develop
a highly efficient and intelligent system to automate the
management of complex WMNs.
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